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A national television channel should contain national contents in order to have acceptable representation of the nation through its historical and cultural backgrounds. Novel aesthetic approach to television besides modern intellect of architecture, as will be argued in this thesis, opens a way to compare television with other arts such as architecture. In this thesis, following to the argument above, Iranian national television and Iranian historical architecture have been focused as example. By concentration on Iranian historical architecture, one of the most influential Iranian architectures was specified and was suggested to Iranian national television people to consider it in their programs. Specifically in Iran, virtual media such as national television programmes should present contents that portray the representation of Iranian identity adapted from real media such as Iranian arts and architecture. These contents could appear in the topic or subject of the programmes or in design elements (e.g. forms, shapes, colours and textures) or symbols of spaces showed in the programmes. However, there are still lacks of studies on color
comparison between these two media as well as the convenient technique for studio sets designers and television producers to estimate such comparison. Therefore, the aim of this research is to conveniently estimate the colour similarity of Iranian national television studio sets with one of the most influential architecture in the Safavid period i.e. Ali-Ghapoo Palace.

This study adopted a correlational research method by applying some statistical manipulations for comparison purposes. Sixty images of six studio sets from Iranian national television cooking shows and thirty images of Ali-Ghapoo Palace were collected. Numerical colour histograms of Red, Green and Blue were extracted from each image of both sets. Histograms of studio sets were then separately transformed to relative histograms by mathematical formula and this method was then applied to each chosen histogram of Ali-Ghapoo Palace. Subsequently, the resulting relative histograms of each studio sets were adapted mathematically to those of Ali-Ghapoo Palace; and finally, the resulting relative histograms of all studio sets were adapted together to those of Ali-Ghapoo Palace.

The results reveal that, out of six studio sets in total, two studio sets have intertwined histograms with those of Ali-Ghapoo Palace suggesting that these studio sets have many analogous colours with Ali-Ghapoo Palace. Another one studio set has separated histograms with those of Ali-Ghapoo Palace indicating that this studio set contains many different colours in comparison to Ali-Ghapoo Palace. Finally, after adapting all six studio sets with Ali-Ghapoo Palace, the result shows that all six studio sets, despite several diversities, are generally matched with Ali-Ghapoo Palace in terms of colour comparison. These results will potentially guide Iranian studio set designers and producers in adapting appropriate sets of colours in the future television programs in order to support and strengthen Iranian traditional identity.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview

Architecture as a social phenomenon is extracted from the culture of people and affect on it (Beheshti, 1999). It also has direct interaction with its own viewer without the need of sender and receiver, so based on post modernism it could be considered as a real media. On the other hand, television is a virtual media which depends on technology of sender and receiver with its own audience. Therefore, both of television and Architecture could be considered as independent media (television as a virtual media and Architecture as a real media which their audience can feel them in real world) (Colomina, 1996). In traditional view, television was considered as a medium to deliver other arts but nowadays, specifically in post modernism point of view, scholars consider television itself as an art. So, television programmes are comparable with other arts, sharing with them ‘representational or artistic’ and often ‘fictive or imaginative’ qualities (Cardwell, 2006).

Moreover, one national television channel could be defined by national contents with national identity of its own culture. These contents could be appeared in each programme of television, hide or unhide, by elements or symbols in textual contents, spaces which that programme are sited on it (Smith, 1991).
Architecture is extracted from culture and affect on it and is a mirror of human thoughts in close relation with space, aesthetics, and culture. Therefore, architecture of each period is considers as a reflection of culture and art of that period and is relevant to the evolutions occurred in other aspects of life and art (Beheshti, 1999). There is more than 6000 years that architecture has continuous history in Iran which is divided into many periods based on political conditions, locations and etc. Accordingly, it has been divided into two major eras: Pre-Islam and Islamic era. There are important historical architectures from both eras which have great influence to other architectural periods and their styles. Furthermore, although colour was used extensively in all periods of Persian architecture, the most significant period in terms of colour usage in Persian architecture is Islamic era (Pope, 1982). It is believed that one of the most influential periods of Islamic era is Safavid period with the significant city of Isfahan. Naghsh-e-Jahan’s square in Isfahan city is the 6th largest square worldwide which Ali-Ghapoo Palace is one of the most important architectures in it (AKAA, 1980).

On the other hand, modern architectural discourse is considered as the intersection of various representations such as models, drawings, books, photographs, films, and advertisements. Television is one of these representatives in which studio sets are one of the most important parts. Studio sets assist television programmes to express target of the programmes more comprehensive and coherent. There are four kinds of studio sets based on the programme’s massages: representational-supportive, symbolic, realistic or replica and fantasy sets. Colour, shape, form, texture etc. are helpful tools for studio
sets in order to achieve its aim (Cyber College: Internet campus, n.d.). Colour is one of the perceptual characteristics of each television images which helps to deliver the target message of television programme more coherent.

A television image can be considered as a digital image that is made of pixels. The colour digital image pixels are made of combinations of primary colours which represent the digital colour by Red, Green and Blue channels. A colour histogram in digital images, which is known as colour distribution, is representative of the number of pixels with colours in a fixed set of colour ranges. In other word, colour histograms in digital images span the colour space of digital images and show the set of all possible colours (Henshall, 2005). Image comparison and retrieval, object tracking, colour adaptation, analyses and normalization (Pass & Zabih, 2001; Gershikov et al., 2007; Kinnareea et al., 2011), in applications such as measurement of co-localization of image (Manders et al., 1993), syntactic and psychological colour-mood analysis of films (Yu Wei et al., 2005) are some examples of studies based on digital colour image. According to these statements, a study with aesthetic perspective to national television programmes and with a computable colour estimation method may be interesting.

1.2. Problem statement

In “National identity” it is suggested that a sense of belonging or unity is felt by inhabitants with regard to their residence in a common national space and even in contrast with the cultural and social differences of their nation (Higson, 2002, p.354). According to Anderson (2006, p.6), a nation can be
considered as an “imagined community” when the sense of communication between members of a nation is limited who “will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them”. The imaginative link between people reviling the cultural nature of “national identity” and emphasising that national identity is not purely physical or biological process is something that is learned consciously or even subconsciously (Higson, 2002). In this stream, the importance of media in constructing a common sense of unity or national belongings in a nation can be understood which becomes increasingly significant in the particular case of television because of its outstanding capacity. The significant increase of selling television programmes to overseas markets in recent years is a successful practice of adapting them to the target national sensibilities (Beeden, 2010).

A national television channel (as a government-funded public broadcast) could integrate national contents that reflect national identity by showing the characteristics of the nation’s own culture. There is a need for national contents in national television channels to have a better connection with their own audience. In this stream, Price (1995, p.4) in “Television: The Public Sphere and National Identity” stated that:

“Each nation thinks it is important to teach its own history to its children. Monuments constructed in public squares are important for more than their time. They are temples of remembrance, building loyalties for the future... Even in a world exploding with information, there is a role for a
government-funded public broadcasting system that will enrich and help to define and reflect the national identity.”

These national contents could be appeared in television programmes by displaying elements or symbols in textual contents as well as spaces in which the programmes are sited. National television needs national content even hide or unhide to have a better connection with its own audience. Depletion of national contents in a national television programme is a serious issue within the national television organisation and addressing this issue is necessary and important. For instance, in the first decades of the twentieth century, there were many influences of American border broadcasts on Canadian television and this caused less audience for Canadian television. Consequently, since 1952, reformations were made to the following three main issues: 1) threat of American influence; 2) language (as a national identity) division; and 3) government's response to both of these. After these improvements were made, the number of Canadian television audience drastically increased (Michel, 1996).

In another side of the world i.e. Iran, there is a huge gap between Iranian traditional art (architecture, literature, music, painting and theatre) and television and cinema. Since, television and cinema were born and developed along with technological advancement in the West, they carry the Western identity and therefore potentially have great discontinuity with the concepts of Iranian national culture (Fahimifar, 2011). Advancement of television in different locations together with incorrect policy making because a potential (but not necessarily) discontinuity between content of television programmes
and national identity of Iran. The discontinuity arises from incorrect policy making and as a result lack of methodological research on this issue. This clearly shows that studies on Iranian national television are important to preserve the national culture of the Iranian society in order to improve perceptual connections with audience and to increase television popularity. However, little methodological research has been conducted to close the gap between television organizations and television researchers in Iran (Valinemati, 2011).

In general, television organizers or managers should examine whether their programmes fulfil their intended purposes (Yu Wei et al., 2005). Since many scholars consider television as a medium to deliver message to audience or observers, audience themselves should play the role of evaluating television programmes (Pearson, 2010; Ikawa et al., 2010). Another evaluation technique is based on literary content evaluation (Cardwell, 2006). It is only since the late 1970s that scholars have started to express their thoughts that television is not just a medium but rather a form of art, comparable to other forms of arts, based on aesthetic elements (Metallinos, 1979). This viewpoint leads to a study that analyses the fundamental units of television programmes such as colours and lights, cameras, editing, and audio to explain their collaboration in producing programmes. This approach also, highlights the fundamental compositional principles of programmes to examine the various production techniques in the areas of staging, lighting, audio, and editing (Thorburn, 1987). Since, there is an extreme aesthetic discontinuity between Iranian television and the concepts of Iranian traditional art; studies to decrease this
aesthetic discontinuity become highly relevant (Fahimifar, 2011). These arguments show the nobility and importance of this approach in television studies, which may help television artists to examine their products based on aesthetics view instead of communications approach.

On the other hand, each of architecture, literature, music, painting and theatre make dimensions of television and cinema. For instance, in the field of architecture, studio set and stage, as architectural and physical space in television and cinema, were indebted aesthetic concepts of architecture (Fahimifar, 2011). Since, the visual perception is the first basis of continuing the communication or disconnection and is the best scale of evaluation, then, grace of studio sets and stages can have a major contribution in communication with the audience (Abhari, 2012). For instance, according to the two lacks mentioned before, Mohammad Ghaeli (2012) and Majid Eskandari (2011) in their dissertations stated the importance of attention to studio sets of Iranian national televisions. They carried out their studies by aesthetic approach to television shows of Iranian national television and focused on colour, shape, texture and other elements of visual images in studio sets to make image of Iranian television shows more picturesque with Iranian traditional concepts. In addition, colour is one of the most important aesthetic elements of visual images, and because digital images are widely used in different fields such as experimental and computer sciences and also photography and movie, many digital image estimations, adaptations or approximations based on colour were done (Gershikov et al., 2007; Kinnareea et al., 2011; Sawahataa et al., 2008; Manders et al., 1993; Mizuno et al., 2005).
However, these studies were conducted by using complex algorithms in the field of computer programming (Pass & Zabih, 2001). None of these studies used a convenient method that can be applied by television producers, artists or designers to examine television programmes based on colour; hence, this issue is addressed in this study.

From the above discussion, there are three research gaps identified; hence, addressed in this study: 1) lack of adequate methodological research on Iranian television and this has contributed to the deep gap between television researchers and television organizations; 2) lack of studies to reduce the aesthetic discontinuity between Iranian national television and the concepts of Iranian traditional art; And 3) lack of convenient method for television producers, artists or designers to self-examine colours of their television programmes.

1.3. Research question

The aesthetic approach to Iranian television programmes based on Iranian traditional arts is an important concern to Iranian television scholars. Therefore, this research looks for an approach to interlink Iranian national televisions with Iranian traditional arts, specifically architecture. Hence, this thesis addresses the following research question:

“What is the amount of colour comparison of studio sets in Iranian national television cooking shows to Persian Architecture, particularly in Ali-Ghapoo Palace by using of a convenient technique?”
In order to answer this question, the following three sub-research questions were formed:

1) What is the colour pattern of Ali-Ghapoo Palace, one of influential buildings in Iranian architecture, which reflect the national colour identity?

2) What are the colour patterns of cooking show studio sets in Iranian national television channels?

3) What is the convenient method to be used to examine television programmes based on colour?

1.4. Research aim and objectives

The research aims to conveniently estimate the colour comparison of Iranian national television with an Iranian architecture. Specifically, it involves a comparison of cooking show studio sets in Iranian national television with Ali-Ghapoo Palace based on RGB colour histogram.

The objectives of this research are:

1) To analyse the colour patterns of Ali-Ghapoo Palace and find out the reference histogram that reflects the national colour identity;

2) To analyse the colour patterns of cooking show studio sets in Iranian national television channels;

3) To conveniently estimate the amount of colour similarity between cooking show studio sets and Ali-Ghapoo Palace.
1.5. Research focus and limitation

This research focuses on television studio sets as they are the architectural and physical spaces in television and cinema, designed based on aesthetic concepts of architecture (Fahimifar, 2011). There are many programmes with studio sets in Iranian national television and these include news, movie series, sport programmes and training shows. Movie series and training shows usually have realistic studio sets; although, some are produced outdoor. For instance, most of movie series are produced in real locations such as houses, stores etc. without using any built-up studio sets, and some of them, depending on their content and type, are produced in studio locations (for instance television-theatre series). Training programmes however, are usually produced in studio sets which involve considerable details to hold up from various camera angles. Such programmes include cooking, art training, medical advice for families, psychology training for child keeping and other types. So, any television shows with realistic studio sets could be chosen but for the purpose of this research, cooking training shows have been selected just because of limitation of access to television achieves. There were many cooking shows in Iranian national television but only programmes with built studio sets are selected. To have better category without influence of daily tastes, programmes have been chosen within long duration. Therefore six cooking shows broadcasted in Iran national TV 1 and 2 (I.R.I.B.1 and I.R.I.B.2) broadcasted in duration of 15 years have been selected.

With regard to the architecture of Iran, Ali-Ghapoo Palace, one of the most influential architecture from the Islamic era of Iranian architectural history,
was selected for the study. The palace was built in the Safavid dynasty, which is known as the most significant period in terms of colour usage in Persian architecture after Islam. It is placed as the crown of Naghsh-I Jahan Square, in Isfahan city of Iran, which was the main square of the capital city of Shah Abass 1st. Apart from historical value, the building itself becomes the referral source for a wide range of Iranians who could be the viewers of any Iranian national TV programmes, including cooking programmes. This is due to the fact that the users of Ali-Ghapoo Palace are not only the King but the peasant class of people as well.

In this study, only a limited number of images were selected. Using databases containing a large number of images make the manipulations extremely complex, which are in the scope of computer programming and image processing. The aim of this research however, is to develop a convenient technique to estimate colour similarity, and not a complex one. Therefore, only linear dependence of the histograms is probed in this research instead of other more statistically complex tools.

1.6. Research methodology

The methodology of this study is Correlational research. Random variables identified in this study were Red, Green, and Blue channel histograms collected from images of Ali-Ghapoo Place and cooking show studio sets. The histograms of studio sets were analysed by means of some statistically manipulations and discussed in terms of image appearance to fulfil the first objective. To achieve the second objective, the histograms of Ali-Ghapoo
Palace were analysed and the reference histograms were attained by averaging over different views. In order to attain third objective, Red, Green and Blue histograms of each studio set were compared with the reference histograms to find out the most similar colours and overlap coefficient were estimated to show the total amount of similarity.

1.7. Research framework

Figure 1.1 demonstrates graphic framework followed in this thesis. After image selection from studio sets, the numerical colour histograms of the selected images were extracted using Photoshop software (Color Picker tool). At first the resulting numerical histograms were equalized using Excel software to become comparable with each other. Then, the histograms averaged over images of each studio set and over images of each view of Ali-Ghapoo Palace. The averaging process was continued by averaging over different views of Ali-Ghapoo Palace to find out the reference histograms and also averaged over all studio sets to get the total histograms. The histograms of each studio set and/or total studio sets were compared with total histograms of Ali-Ghapoo Palace and the colour correlations were estimated at the end.
1.8. Significance of research

This study introduces a convenient method which has the potential application for television managers, producers, and designers to self-estimate their programmes or products based on aesthetic elements. This method is based on aesthetics point of view to television which is a new and important approach to television. This research aims to make a contribution to the body of knowledge by developing a method that can be used to estimate the national content of television programmes by using computable parameters (colour
histograms of RGB channel from digital images) to facilitate elevated tools for organizing television programmes in personal storage.

1.9. **Chapter organization**

After introducing the background, problem and aim of this study, a brief description of the contents of next chapters of the thesis is coming at the rest of this chapter.

**Chapter 2:** This chapter first provides a review of the most influential Persian architectures. It then explores architecture as an approach to media followed by a review on television as a form of art. It concludes with a review on colour digital image and computable estimations of television programmes based on aesthetic elements and colours. Totally, this chapter highlights architectural history of Ali-Ghapoo Palace, architecture as media and television as an art, colour digital image and correlational research.

**Chapter 3:** This chapter discusses the methodological details of the study including research design, data sources, data collections and statistical methods of data analyses. Selected method of this study is Correlational research. Then we express how data are collected by using RGB channel histogram from images of Ali-Ghapoo Place and cooking show studio sets and how data are analysed by statistically manipulations.

**Chapter 4:** Presentations and discussions of the statistical results are the subject of this chapter. In particular, it discusses numerical RGB channel histograms extracted from Ali-Ghapoo Palace and cooking studio sets images
following by introducing dominant colours. Then by adapting numerical RGB histograms of Ali-Ghapoo Palace to Studio sets, similarities between them will be extracted. Finally, correlation coefficient of adapting each studio set to Ali-Ghapoo Palace will be calculated and compared to each other.

**Chapter 5:** This chapter summarises the research and states the conclusions. The possibilities of further research are suggested at the end of the chapter.
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